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INTRODUCTION 

Genuine love is reciprocal and NEVER one sided.  To love means you do 

whatever you can to meet each other’s needs.  True love is taking time to understand 

each other’s ways and seeks to elevate each other’s status.  Cherishing love is filled 

with smiles and laughter.  Adoring love is blushing when your mate gives you a 

compliment.  Love participates in mutual respect.  Without a doubt, love will have 

many differences--to care is searching for the middle ground.  Real love is present 

when you can’t sleep because of a major dispute.  Knowing love means doing what it 

takes to make the other person happy and content.  Honoring love is keeping your 

word.  Smart love understands what keeps love alive.  Infinite love comprehends each 

other come first.  Love is valuing the boundaries that have been set.  Devoted love 

involves commitment.  Having love is working to find it, to get it, and to sustain it.  

Knowing love is realizing it’s there when excitement fades.  Love is sharing.  Lively 

love is doing things for each other.  Love is an activity as well as a feeling.  Love 

feels great and making love delivers the ultimate high! 
Sex is good!!!!! What a creation? Either ordained by God, nature, and/or biology; 

it doesn’t matter sex is some good stuff!! Whoever or whatever is responsible for the 

pleasure and/or pain caused by having sex, made sure species would continue because 

sex is an irresistible action. And ooh the orgasm, what is that feeling all about? 

Anyone, and mostly everyone, has the urge to share in a sexual activity that 

displays attraction to someone else. Sex is such a powerful desire that we’ll have sex 

with our self when we can’t or won’t find someone to share in the fun. Even if we’re 

having sex with our self, we’re usually fantasizing about another person. 

We all have heard that sex sells and it does! Sex is exhilarating, refreshing, plus a 

needed bodily function. Just to observe, read, or fantasize about a sexual act can stir 

up physical feelings that encourage an immediate reaction. SEX SEX SEX is what 

many people think about several times a day, especially men. Sex can bring us 
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gratification beyond belief. 

Sexual activity is as normal a part of life as breathing in oxygen, except sex isn’t 

something needed every second of the day. Yet and still, sex is a vital function of life. 

By having sex, bodily fluids can be shared that can assemble to create another human 

being. Sex is so normal that animals along with plants have their own methods of 

reproduction that carry on their species, therefore sex must feel magnificent to 

everything. Sex is all over the place, moreover sex must occur to continue all types of 

life. 

Without sex, some people become irritable, antsy, and/or depressed. Thoughts 

about getting sex can cause some of us to make irrational decisions that cause us to 

miss school, miss work, or put up with dawggish behavior that we know is 

deplorable. Just imagine how many times you’ve forgiven a man because you wanted 

to continue to have sex with him. Because of sex, we can either become temporarily 

insane or make stupid snap decisions. 

Sex can rejuvenate the body and energize the mind. In addition, sex can tie 

people to one another. Sex can be the only attribute some people have in common or 

sex can be an added attraction to a loving relationship. It doesn’t matter, sex feels 

fantastic, but it’s the orgasm that we all work for. 

The orgasm: It’s the most indescribable feeling of all. How does one explain such 

a sensation? To most, the orgasm is better than being rich plus famous and different 

from winning a gold medal in the Olympics. The ecstasy of the orgasm is so potent 

that it can only last a few seconds. Can you even imagine the thought of an orgasm 

lasting for a straight five minutes? Heck No!! Nobody can take that much pleasure at 

once. As a matter of fact, it would be torture. Sex is sooo good that it’s actually a 

relief when that feeling begins to minimize. Despite the many drawbacks of sex, such 

as STD (sexually transmitted diseases), we still got to have it as often as possible, 

only we know that we better put a jacket on it. 
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The Lion’s Roar 

I love the idea of you and me 

Passionately 

I feel your breath 

Ever so closely 

You draw near to me 

Sugar me sweet 

Your mood I feel 

Gyrating against 

My manly need 

Thirsting for some of your sweet release 

For my eyes only 

In the dark I see 

And maneuver 

Your pleasure I seek 

You arch your body 

To receive 

The fullness of 

My manly beam 

Against my ears 

Hot air you breathe 

Urging me 

Of your wanton needs 

Deep within 

Your mood I reach 

Touching the very heart 

Of your being 

Holding me tightly 

As you sweetly release 

Digging your nails deep 

Your legs imprison me 
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Lips feverishly seek 

Company 

As we reach 

That climatic peak 

The beast you awaken in me 

The lion roars 

Emanating jungle heat 

Listening to the shrill scream 

Of his queen 

Together you and me 

 

The search for good sex, aka vagina, kitty kat, twaut, koochie, and pu-nannie, 

with the funniest description of all being the playground has motivated many men to 

seek also to taste different types of pu-nannie. Technically, the vagina is just a canal 

that leads to the uterus, which happens to be a perfect cavity to fit a penis. In addition, 

if the penis is worked right, then the vagina will be juicy causing slippery, friction-

like sensations. On good days, the vagina will be hot, especially close to the monthly 

cycle. In days gone by, the appreciation for being allowed to have fun in the 

playground use to make men behave accordingly to whatever the woman wanted, 

however today, too many men think of twauts as a dime a dozen. 

The many rewards for giving up the koochie is no longer appreciated because too 

many of us women give our bodies up too quickly as well as too easily. It appears that 

many of us have forgotten to make the man work for it, earn it, and principally, beg 

for it. We’ve neglected to think of our kitty kats as his prize – to be honored, 

cherished, also claimed only for him. When we bestow value on our pu-nannie, we’re 

doing our self a favor. The price you put on your koochie isn’t monetary, nevertheless 

it’s definitely worth something. 
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I’m keeping it real! 

 

I’m also a firm believer of sticks and stones may break my bones but words can 

only hurt, if I don’t learn something from them. Before I proceed, I want to explain 

why I used the term dawg to describe Black men who don’t treat women well. The 

word dawg has a different meaning than the animal dog. Our men aren’t animals, 

although their behavior can be truly unruly, it doesn’t mean that they’re incapable of 

change. A dog doesn’t have the capability to take responsibility for their behavior, 

therefore travels from one block to the next sexing and running, then perhaps 

checking back to see if an offspring is the result, but only to leave again.  

Human beings have a vast mental capacity to understand that bad behavior is 

punishable, and sympathy plus compassion are innate qualities that warrant peace of 

mind. As unbelievable as it may seem, full-grown men have the ability to learn and 

rise above the constant promotion of negativity. In today’s mainstream society, the 

term dawg is subconsciously used as a prideful euphemism to honor those who have 

acquired many women and did them wrong. 

The label of playa, pimp and playboy all have the similar definitions of being 

womanizers, except dawg has a broader meaning that is inclusive of hurting anyone. 

The term dawg isn’t exclusively used in intimate relationships – it’s to include being 

ruthless to people in business, friendship, and finances. 
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What Kind Of Male Is He? 

 

 Before we get started with identifying what type of male is he, how many times 

have you asked a man what were his goals in life and if so, how many men had 

answers cemented in reality with a plan and a timeline of achievement?  Furthermore, 

how many of us single Black women ask our sons, nephews, or male cousins what 

they want to be when they grow up and then give them suggestions and resources to 

get there?  Instead, I think we spoil them and deliver undeserved possessions that 

make them believe that women are to give them things instead of them working hard 

to provide for himself, his woman, and then his children?   

I remember, one man telling me he wanted to be famous.  The problem was he 

had no developed skills?  What talent did he practice to perfection, what subject did 

he study to become an expert, as a matter of fact, did he even know the kind of 

dedication and commitment that is involved with being famous?  Did he watch 

biographies of famous people to learn their paths to fame?  NO, he didn’t have a clue. 

All he had was the dream and no plan, which inevitable lead to failure that destroyed 

his ability to try, try and then try again path that leads to success.  Too many of us 

walk around believing that fame and fortune is easy and when it doesn’t come quick, 

then become extremely bitter.  We emphatically believe in non-existent short cuts.  

Short cuts do not exist—study the lives of a few famous people, you’ll hear their 

stories of struggle, failure, and long-term effort.  Well, without seeing role models 

that demonstrate the working path towards success leads to a vicious cycle of short-

term effort, because it’s supposed to be easy, ain’t it!   
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Archaically speaking, the male species has an innate biological component 

called testosterone which gives him more physical strength than women, which makes 

him better to work towards achieving something to impress women so she’ll have sex 

with him—that’s how the human species continues.  Examine the richest men in the 

world, nearly all of them are married and have been married for many years.  Their 

drive to please that special female gives him direction and focus.  Men have a need to 

be providers.  This is simply proven by examining the different bodily functions of a 

man.   

Men are biologically built to be stronger.  They have deep powerful voices.  They 

are taller and they think differently.  Men DO NOT have the ability to procreate 

without a woman’s body to house the development of their seed to eventually produce 

another human being.  Men are built to provide and protect, so when that basic 

motivating factor is lacking, then men live life aimlessly and achieve very few 

positive results, which is exactly what is happening with too many Black men.   

During slavery was when this confusion was forcible manipulated into our 

mindsets, because NO Black man achieved anything for their family or his woman—

Massa was the ONLY head of the household and was the ONLY bread winner.  And 

if he fought against that basic destruction of his manhood, then he’d simply be 

mutated or killed without the perpetrator suffering any consequences.  Further 

cemented into our mentalities was the “daddy was a welfare check” trick, which made 

Black women looked to the government for food, shelter, and protection.  Then 

there’s the Woman’s Movement that raises women to be men-like, have careers and 

to not depend on men for anything.  Well, with all those confusing relationship-

destroying messages, it should be no surprise our situation is just like it is.  Without 

clear definitions of responsibilities in relationships, neither gender truly knows their 

roles. 
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Currently, Blacks are being used to lead other Blacks into an eminent doomsday 

by promoting damaging messages found in rap lyrics that tell you over and over again 

to hate yourself enough to kill those that look like you, disrespect women (who are 

supposed to be your anchor and motivation for achievement), and to risk your 

freedom by doing illegal deeds.  Rap messages even make you disregard your health 

by telling you drugs are dope (slang for wonderful).  This society has twisted up our 

mindsets so deep that we must get back to the basics of “You Tarzan, Me Jane”, 

then adjust it for today’s society. 

It’s too bad that the false sense of power of the Black man radiates within the 

murdering other Black men and dawgging Black women that love them.  

Unfortunately, adding to this display of artificial control, doesn’t lie geared against 

the White establishment, instead it’s enacted with Black men dawgging Black women 

(whom love them) because it gives them a false sense of supremacy.  Instead of 

standing strong against the oppressor (non-Black women included) they’re kicking 

Black women in the love gut because they know too many Black women are wounded 

pieces of gold looking for love, which (on our behave) is ONLY natural.    Black men 

have become bitches instead of kings protecting the jungle and I’m tired of being 

quiet about it. 

Back to the basics is the best remedy for the Black race, but dang, how the heck 

do we get back to the basics?  Just keep reading and by the end you will figure it out 

and the light bulb will turn on in your head that awakens us from the depths of 

psychological dysfunction. 

We are women and they are men, period!   
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Let’s examine dawg men.  These types of men usually don’t have any plans nor 

possess the self-esteem to handle being told “no”.  Dawgs are very weak men.  The 

high presence of weak Black men is understandable, after all, women raised them; 

and females are innate nurturers.  Grown men are to teach their boys strength, 

discipline, and purpose.  Nearly all weak men would rather be nothing than have their 

feelings hurt.    

Dawg men’s self-confidence in manhood was killed sometime in elementary 

school.  If you look back in their school records, they’ve been misguided for years, 

and now use his shortcomings to manipulate women into feeling sorry for them.  The 

Black male is in bad shape because females are built to feel sorry for those they love 

and that feminine trait is weakening our boys. We have given them money, love, 

respect, and confidence; when all we get in return is bad treatment, neglect, 

abandonment, and loans unpaid.  Basically, it’s against men’s innate comfort zone to 

take from women and then love her for doing his job—that’s why many men leave 

and don’t love because it just doesn’t feel right—this role reversal confuses and the 

confused mind says no.  This is why most men do not love those women who give 

them lots of stuff.  He will only be nice to get things and then want to leave her 

presence quickly.  He won’t be available again until he needs sex or money from her. 

He is the INNATE PROVIDER.  Believe me ladies, men need to know what is 

expected of them and if they don’t know this relationship-sustaining trait, you will 

find someone else who will provide for you.  We must learn to motivate our males to 

provide. This skill keeps their minds occupied, gives them purpose, focus, and a sense 

of pride and ownership.  When he has worked to have something, and that includes 

you, he cares about what happens to you. 

Do not teach with simple words; only conduct your relationship smartly.  If he is 

capable of being the head of household, providing for his family, and working to give 

his family all that they NEED, he’ll hear that message without you ever spouting 

words, such as “I need a real man”, “dang! do I have to do everything”, and “you 
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ain’t sh*t!”  If you say those confrontational phrases, he can twist the situation around 

as if you are trying to use him and then use your words as an excuse for achieving 

nothing by stating that you put too much pressure on him, and claim you to be a 

golddigga, when if fact, providing for their woman is the most vitally important 

element to being a man.  We need to shut our mouths and speak loudly with our 

actions!  You’ll learn methods of teaching like the silent treatment, pouting, take 

away, and NEXT in latter chapters. 
 

There are so many different types of males or dawgs. To make the term of dawg 

more commonplace and relevant to real (Black) life, there’s even a young teenage 

rapper by the name of Lil’ Bow Wow, which is a glorification to mean a future dawg. 

And furthermore, within the English language, we call young infatuation, Puppy 

Love. Maybe that’s the origin of the term dawg, only that’s not the most widespread 

correlation. In the most popular sense, dawg means to f*ck ‘em then leave ‘em. 

Another relevant definition for the term dawg is to plague, afflict, trouble, bother, 

beleaguer, harass or vex someone. With all this in mind, to dawg is to do 

someone/anyone wrong, which is falsely promoted to be beneficial. 

Now, let’s talk about the animal dog. If you’ve taught the puppy basic 

fundamentals, which are mainly to use the bathroom only outside, his name, and not 

to bite family members, then you’ve taught the puppy pretty much everything the dog 

needs to know not to get on your nerves and not be a nuisance that you must get rid 

of. 

Continuing, if you want your dog to be extra smart, then you buy gadgets: such 

as leashes, Frisbees, squeeze toys, etc. to elevate the intellect of your dog. With 

consistent caring, training, and attention you instruct the dog to signal that he needs to 

go outside to use the bathroom (outdoors is his bathroom), to fetch items so to play 

catch, to give you his paw, and to arrive when you call his name. 

To receive these positive results, you must put in the time and energy to teach the 

dog all the other tricks that you want him to know so to enjoy and brag about the 
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qualities of your dog instead of resenting the animal. There’re indisputable links to 

what you effectively teach and how the behavior turns out. 

Too many of our men haven’t been raised properly with the same consistency as 

people use to tame the dog to pee-pee and doo-doo outside. Pound for pound, Black 

men more than any other race of men are locked away from society and abandon their 

children.  Why? 

Analogously speaking, all adults of normal intelligence have learned to use the 

bathroom properly, because society necessitates that skill as a required part of living. 

Now, a dog’s understanding doesn’t compare with the intellectual ability of a human 

being. Therefore to make a proper comparable, we use appropriateness and innate 

potential as a basis for this analysis. Since human ability is more immense, then the 

training must also be reflective of that intensity. 

To lots of people, teaching a dog their name plus to use the 

bathroom outside are basic fundamentals that are requirements to having 

a dog that they can live with. Too many of us have failed to use that 

same constancy and knowledge when schooling our boys  to be men  so 

that they can be easy to live and deal with. Just like with human beings, 

if a dog is without proper instruction and becomes a menace, the dog is 

locked away; except the keepers of dog pounds are usually animal 

lovers, unlike penitentiary wardens and guards.  Imagine if the 800,000 

Black men in jail were available for Black women, they would have to 

compete harder to have a woman because there would be more men 

looking for female mates. 

Black women, more than other races of women, raise our girls and love our boys 

too much that our males don’t learn properly. I’m mad about it! On the other hand, 

too many women are abusers who care more about their own wants and needs than 

the child’s future state of mind. Obviously, their fathers should have been in the 

household to help with rearing their own off springs, but we haven’t taught them to do 

so. 
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During slavery and up until the 1960’s, raising a Black boy to be independently 

smart and ambitious was grounds for his murder by a White Supremacist system that 

wanted him to be and stay inferior. Due to this debilitation, the absence of the Black 

man in the household has been reoccurring for far too many generations. Yet and still, 

we’ve had enough time to fix the problem, except we haven’t done the evaluation, 

work, training, or taming required to change this hindering characteristic. We’ve 

allowed this ailment to continue and continue generation after generation. 

If the puppy doesn’t learn the basic needed skill of peeing and pooping by simply 

walking the dog three times per day, a popular technique is to lightly spank the dog 

with loosely gathered newspaper, then to rub the dog’s nose in his excrement, and 

immediately take the dog outside. If you do this all of the time when the puppy poops 

inside the house, the dog learns not to use the bathroom inside of the house. This is a 

simple three-step learning technique: 

 

1. Unacceptable behavior followed by, 

2. Punishment or repercussions, followed by, 

3. Display of the proper or acceptable type of behavior. 

 

If we don’t change the way we’re raising our boys, we’re ruining their future 

lives. Way too many Black men never take responsibility for themselves, nor, can 

they take accountability for their actions. I’m sick and tired of dealing with full-grown 

men who haven’t learned the basic fundamentals of good and decent behavior 

moreover basic morals and ethics. During your reading, you’ll also become aware of 

statistical information that’s just plain ole embarrassing.   

Just consider this:  When we, Black women, are without the basic human need 

called love, this lacking is against the natural function of life, and being out of sync 

with nature causes loneliness, frustrations, irritations, anger, anxieties and 

unhappiness.  When the men in our lives have treated us badly, disappointed us, or 

abandoned our love, we usually unconsciously take it out on our children.  The 
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unintentional consequences are that when we talk very badly about our men in front 

of our little boys (and girls) and our children see us crying and abused, this 

manifestation instigates hatred for the Black male species during our children’s early 

developmental stages.  This in turn instills little patience and quick anger for the 

Black male species towards each other and actually is the precursor to Black on Black 

crime and homicides.  Also, when we Black women talk badly about other Black 

women who have cheated with our men, this behavior also teaches our young boys 

(and girls) that Black women aren’t any good so that when our children grow up and 

are looking for their significant other, they are already mentally poisoned that Black 

women aren’t good and can’t be trusted and Black men are to be hated and killed if 

deemed necessary due to irrational anger developed during childhood.  All this 

creates the vicious cycle of self-hatred and inner-racial division. 

  

A male friend of mine once told me that when you first meet a guy start off 

believing that he is a dawg and have him prove otherwise.  Following are the most 

popular types of dawgs that are prevalent within our culture: 

 

There’s the he ain’t nothing but a hound dawg.  This type of dawg wants and 

needs as much sex as possible.  He’s the male version of a  nymphomaniac that feels 

satisfaction when engaged in sex.  This dawg is like a predator seeking out his prey; 

either minute by minute, hour by hour, and most certainly, day by day.  To be honest, 

he lacks personal integrity if married and has no self-control.  He’ll even brag that if 

he’s wrong, then he doesn’t want to be right—he just needs some sex and that’s that.  

Be very careful with this one—he can break your heart, mess with your head, and 

give you something that you don’t want.  Hound dawgs ain’t nothing but male hos.   

The worse type of hound dawg can be so sex crazed that his perversion leads him 

to have sex with other men, while continually having sex with women.  If a man 

wants to engage in homosexual activity, then do that and leave women alone.  

According to the book, “Covenant with Black America”, Black women are 
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contracting HIV/AIDS 25 times the rate of White women and many of these Black 

women are single mothers who took a chance at finding love and/or affection.  Men 

who don’t admit and live up to their homosexual ways are cowards--pure and simple.  

Due to this man’s cowardly ways, Black women are the fasting growing group to 

contract HIV/AIDS due to this man’s freakiness    

Reportedly, in 2004 Black women were 73% of new HIV/AIDS cases—I wonder 

if this number is inflated to give Black women a bad reputation of being diseased.  I 

personally don’t know any Black woman with HIV/AIDS.  Furthermore, keeping the 

Black woman single means the Black race has a more difficult chance of 

succeeding—this marketing to continuously dilute the appeal of Black women is 

racist.   

Females do not give HIV/AIDS to other women; furthermore, it is extremely 

difficult for women to give HIV/AIDS to men because of the biological structure of 

the penis dumping teaspoons of sperm into a vagina or anus, versus a woman’s 

moisture getting into the small slit of the penis.  The growing number of new 

HIV/AIDS cases for Black women can transmit in several different ways, such as 

having sex with any type of man, intravenous drug use, and blood transfusions.   

What is very difficult for me to understand is, when a man CAN get excited 

enough to have an erection with a woman and while being deep inside a vagina feels 

so good that he actually ejaculates, then why does he have sex with men?  This man is 

NOT gay only a pervert, who is sexually greedy.  The “down-low” man who keeps 

his sexual activity with men a secret from the women he is having sex with is a 

despicable human being who is extremely selfish, and hasn’t taken his actions into 

consideration  on behalf of the women he chooses to have sex with.  Now, one guy 

pondered the thought that many men turn to other men for understanding and love 

because  they are in desperate need to connect with a father-figure.  Well, they say 

women do the same, except it’s not a homosexual relationship. 

As a woman, we can never be totally sure if a man is secretly having sex with 

other men, but try this to raise your antennae to his sexual orientation:   
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1).  Watch how long he shakes another man’s hands and how often he touches 

other men.   

2).  Be mindful of his friends.  If he hangs around with gay men, a sexual 

relationship with him isn’t worth the risk of contracting a sexually transmitted 

disease, or the embarrassment that is often associated with this type of deception. 

3).  When having sex, discover if he likes his anus to be played with, if so, this is 

another sign that he may be a pervert.   

4).  If he constantly has a low sex drive and has problems getting erected, 

furthermore, only comes from oral sex or anal sex, he could be gay or bi-sexual.  Also 

be mindful that he could also be, cheating with another woman, suffering from an 

illness, or he could be turned off by feminine aggression--men are innate predators. 

 

None of these are guarantees, but if you suspect he’s bi-sexual, please get him 

out of your sexual life as soon as possible.  Since Black women are the fastest 

growing number of HIV/AIDS cases, Black mothers have to be especially sexually 

careful because the foster care system is already filled with too many Black children 

who don’t have a mother or a father for a myriad of other societal reasons. 

 

     There are house dawg men who do nothing but squander off their lives, without 

making a bit of progress in life. They haven’t finished high school or stayed on a job 

for very long because they haven’t learned rewards/benefits for hard work. They think 

everything in life is free or for a low cost that they should have, just because they 

want it. This dawg is often a bum, thief, drug user, and/or user of women.  You can 

try to help a drug addict once, and if  nothing happens, you must  continue to care for 

them from a far.  If you don’t, you could quite possibly reach the bottom with them. 

 

     There are bull  dawg  men, who want to solve all of their problems 

with violence. They especially take advantage of the weaker sex by 

kicking her butt, whenever he feels frustrated because he wasn’t taught 
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that there are other ways to solve crisis without violence. These men 

were abused as children, therefore they only know to yell, hit,  harm, or 

hurt when they’re angered. These are the women beaters, gang members, 

drug dealers and users, violent felons, and murderers. 

 

NOTE: I’ve seen too many mothers yell, hit, or snatch their children in public. They 

only tell their youngster what NOT to do. This type of mother treats the child like the 

kid is nothing but something that gets on her nerves. 

 

     There is the pedigree dawg who thinks everything is surrounded around his butt. 

He’s God’s gift to women, as a matter of fact, he’s a souvenir to the world. He’s 

selfish as hell and only does things for his benefit. This was the child that never 

learned to share, or that other people have feelings just like he does. He’s well dressed 

and has accomplished goals in life, but he’s just too good for any ONE woman. He’s 

usually too good for his race of women as well. Therefore with his success, he gives 

those rewards directly back to people who aren’t suffering like his race. He usually 

removes his self from his race and doesn’t connect the fact that his own momma 

needed love just like the Black women of his own generation needs love.  The 

relationship between Black men and non-Black women is very harmful to the Black 

race because this man will not hire Black women, be courtesy to Black women, or 

offer the opportunity for success to a Black woman in his area of control—he’s 

actually scared to be nice to Black women because his non-Black wife will be 

offended if he does.  Also, these non-Black women will set up his Black male friends 

and Black male relatives with non-Black women (creating a cult against the Black 

female).  These non-Black females will also make the Black women who are married 

to Black men feel very uncomfortable in the presence of these mixed couples.  This 

type of relationship represents disloyalty to the Black race family and is very 

ignorantly detrimental due to the low amount of Black men with resources that are 

desperately needed within the Black race family.  Interracial relationships are filled 
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with racism due to the promotion of racial division and Black self-hatred.  Observe 

and realize that these non-Black women don’t give a damn if every Black woman is 

alone and suffering—they are our competition and don’t ever underestimate their 

intent.  There are too many pedigree dawgs in the limelight; simply giving away the 

resources his Black mother has raised her son to attain is despicable.  It’s simple 

math—too many single Black women versus a shortage of available and productive 

Black men.   

 Simply observe today’s media.  There are hundreds of impressions of Black 

men with non-Black women.  If America really wanted to be a color-blind society, 

then why not promote the single Black woman with any race of men, so to level the 

playing field?  This is not the case, leading me to believe that the powers that decide 

are continuing with the promotion of Black inferiority.  When I watched the so-called 

racist movie entitled, “Birth of a Nation”, I see that much truth about the stereotyped 

Black man who will forget everything for his chance at having a White woman is 

unfortunately today’s reality—and this silent film was produced in 1915. 

 

 

When the Black man is at such a low number in our family structure and virtually 

missing as role models in Black communities, it is vitally important to teach our 

young boys that Black Women Need Love, too!  Are Black men with money and 

connections to success who continuously date and marry outside of their race, the 

new racist? Do their actions of not utilizing their resources to exclusively uplift the 

very people that look like their parents and their children continue to oppress the 

Black race?  When one connects the dots with what it takes to uplift the Black race, 

I say, “Hell Yes!  It’s racist and self-hateful”.  The Black race is in big trouble 

worldwide and we NEED every resource possible to change the direction of our 

downward spiraling.  Since our conditions as African descendants are in dire 

straights, everyone must participate in our upward mobility, so to truly level the 

playing field. 
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 The scary old dawg is the Black male that is afraid to confront racism and is 

willing to continue to live a substandard life than confront the reality of Black life.  

He’s the Black male that needs a pat on the head by any White person (male, female, 

or child).  His only goal is for Massa (any White person) not to be upset. This Black 

male is also afraid of White women and will allow her to get away with bad behavior 

that he would never ever allow a Black woman to get away with.  This Black male 

can easily be spotted because he’s the one that is always shucking and jiving 

(laughing and smiling) in front of White people and often nods his head in agreement, 

despite his opposing opinion. This Black male will take all his frustrations out on 

Black women, because he believes that she is the only one that is lower than himself.  

Be extremely careful with this one.  He might snap and take all his frustrations out on 

you.  This male is usually older and has little chance of changing.  He is the definition 

of Uncle Tom.  This Uncle Tom will also put down Black hair (nappy hair), dark 

skin, Black names, African pride, unqualified Black music—heck anything Black is 

ridiculous, bad, and ugly.  I believe this behavior is so outdated, that many White 

people are now embarrassed by this mindset.  This is not about knowing which side of 

bread to butter (knowing who to respect), it’s about learning how to butter the bread 

yourself and being proud to share that knowledge with others. 

 

     Finally, there’s the woman’s best friend dawg that everyone cherishes and desires 

to give attention to. He has lots of friends, finishes what he starts, considers other 

people’s feelings, shares, and cares about the world. His aim is to be the best that he 

can be. He is not afraid of the Black woman who was forced to succeed because 

Black men weren’t doing their jobs,  ’d say this type of man is a true-to-life Denzel 

Washington type. You may have heard rumors about him cheating on his wife. On 

the contrary, I have a real life story that I visualized for myself that gave me some 

insight to his soul, integrity, and moral intent: 

 

One of my female friends had a daughter that attended the same dance class as 
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Denzel’s daughter. On recital day, Denzel, Paulette (Denzel’s wife), and his other 

children were in attendance. My female friend was attractive and loved Denzel 

Washington. She had pictures of him all over her house, despite the fact that he was 

married (a lot of people fantasize about celebrities). Well, during the recital, she 

purposely stood next to him trying to get his attention, regardless of his whole family 

being there. She’d move her body in sexy alluring ways, giggle, and slung her weave 

to get his attention. I watched from the other side of the room, because I also wanted 

to observe the behavior of Magic Johnson and his wife Cookie as well (their daughter 

was also performing). I watched as Denzel became angrier and angrier – he was so 

agitated that he actually repositioned himself closer to his wife. Already knowing 

what transpired, I later asked my friend, what happened? She responded, “Girl, all I 

did was make this man mad.” This proved that it wasn’t just my assumption but it 

was her summation of the situation as well. If I could have heard Denzel’s inner 

thoughts, he’d be thinking, “For God’s sake woman, my family’s here and my 

daughter’s performing, don’t you have any respect for family!” 

     During a man’s lifetime, he may bounce around back and forth from the type 

of dawg he is.  Hopefully, according to his age and maturity level he changes his 

priorities from fun and pleasure to business and responsibility.  The older a male gets 

should bring him closer to being a woman’s best friend.  A woman’s best friend dawg 

is similar to the seeing-eye dog that has been trained to be his master’s protector by 

ensuring safety and being as helpful as possible; in other words, a benefit in 

someone’s life.  He is the man or the father who never abandons his responsibilities or 

his children, even when a marriage or a relationship fails.  This man has the duty to 

continuously spread that he’s only doing what is supposed to be done.  This man 

keeps a job or maintains a business for many years.  He’s mindful of his duties as a 

man, which is to provide for his offspring, maintain his household, contribute to 

making the world a better and more peaceful place to live, finishes what he starts, and 

raises his children to love themselves, their race, and all those who respect his 

manhood. 
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On the other hand, some males are a combination of these types of dawgs.  These 

mutts can change their spots at any given moment depending on the value they 

perceive their woman to possess. 

 

In reference to the language used here, I have three other favorite MAN’S BEST 

FRIENDS: 

 

1. I admire Magic Johnson for his ability to make the best out of what has been 

given to him. For his physical agility, diligence, and his handling of his HIV 

ailment. He has reached into the Black community and invested his hard-

earned dollars in Black people. He’s nice, lovable, and charming, too! 

2. I adore Muhammad Ali because he was fine as hell!! Naw, it was because he 

utilized all the abilities that GOD gave to him – physical agility, 

determination, and courage to be all that he was meant to be. He put his race 

first and wasn’t intimidated easily or scared to let the world know that he was 

Black and Proud. 

3. I cherish Malcolm X. He proved that change is possible, especially during 

adulthood. Malcolm taught me that men can transform and have the ability to 

alter their behavior, except the world must allow the man to realize that he 

needs to enhance, or deterioration will be the result. He came from honorable, 

yet humble and abusive beginnings to be a moral and ethical role model for 

his people. His inner ambition made him one of the smartest and most 

articulate people the world has ever seen. 

 

Unfortunately, the woman’s best friend dawg is the smallest group of our men. 

It’s a shame because our men have the most innate potential to strive but society and 

home life has messed up this valuable human being. Plainly said, too many of our 

men are damaged goods!! 

Ladies, we’re raising more and more of these negative-ass dawgs that break our 
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hearts and their promises, abandon and abuse us, cheat and lie to us, steal from us, 

kick our butts then turn around and hate us for reprimanding them when they 

desperately need straightening out. They don’t want to be told that they’re doing 

wrong. Black men have the nerve to be insulted when a woman gives them the same 

bad treatment they gave to her. 

 

Too many Black men are confused about how to behave! 

 

Furthermore, we’re also responsible for our men being drug dealers, drug users, 

gang bangers, murderers, thieves, prison inmates, race abandoners, as well as good 

and decent productive citizens in our society. 

Which type of man do you want? The good, decent, productive kind!!! Then let’s 

not raise any more destructive dawgs, let’s raise men and tell them over and over that 

“Black Women Need Love, too!” 

Ladies, I wish we had fathers to help us, but too many of us don’t. I’m no longer 

accepting the excuse that we can’t teach our boys to be men. We can because we have 

to. What’s so hard about teaching repercussions for bad behavior? What’s so difficult 

about being consistent with our expectations of our children? What the heck does 

having a man in the house have to do with his little butt not talking back or obeying 

your rules – when he’s little, you can rationally punish him or spank his little butt 

because for a long time, you’re bigger than he is. I’m sick of weak justification for 

raising dawg men. This is a sad and harsh reality but we’re doing a better job with 

training our dogs than we’re doing taming our males. Urging your male child to be a 

bully, can get him bitched in the prison system; love him enough to save him from 

living in a cage.  Later on in this manual, there’s a chapter about techniques to raising 

better boys. It’s really quite easy. 
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